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INTRODUCTION

Background
Considering unit of operation in block ciphers, they are roughly divided into subblock-based block ciphers and bit-based ones. We define subblock-based block cipher by a block cipher in which all operations are executed in m-bit unit (m >2), and we call the operation unit as subblock. Note that a block is divided into N subblocks in this paper. Also, we define bit-based block cipher by block ciphers in which not all operations are executed in the same bit unit. Subblock has a significant impact on the performances for software implementation [1] .
Integral attack is one of the powerful chosen plaintext attacks, and the attack is effective against subblock-based block ciphers [2] . Recently, Todo shows the first full-round attack for MISTY1 [3] by integral attack [4] . Integral attack was originally proposed as SQUARE attack [5] , and Knudsen et al. formalized it as integral attack [2] . The attacker can guess some round keys based on integral distinguisher. Integral distinguisher is the main factor of integral attack. It is obtained by 2 mn chosen plaintexts, where n (n < N) is the order of integral distinguisher. A set of 2 mn plaintexts is encrypted for multiple rounds to make a set of outputs. An integrated value of the set of outputs is calculated. If there exist subblocks which are always 0 in such integrated value, we can define integral distinguisher. We call such subblock as balanced subblock. Knudsen et al. studied integral distinguisher as first order initially, and considered higher order integral distinguisher as extension of first order one [2] . We call this algorithm as conventional algorithm.
Integral attack was applied to many subblock-based block ciphers, and these attacks are based on the conventional algorithm [6] [12] . In such applications, we point out there is still a problem in Feistel structures whose N is large such as TWINE [13] and LBlock [8] (N = 16). We found fifteenth order integral distinguisher of TWINE and LBlock which contradict results of the conventional algorithm by computer experiment in our previous work [10] [13] [14] . Also, we point out there is a restriction of input conditions in the conventional algorithm. Note that we define input condition by a manner to set chosen plaintexts. We can see that input conditions in the scope of the conventional algorithm are only ones of first order and their extensions.
Contribution
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm to search for higher order integral distinguisher in subblock-based block ciphers. We search for higher order integral properties from input to output (from plaintext side to ciphertext side). In other word, we do not use extension which is used in the conventional algorithm.
Bijective and injective components of cipher functions are exploited in the proposal algorithm. We divide the proposal algorithm into two algorithms. One is Algorithm A which exploits bijective component, and we use a new idea, bijective path. The other is Algorithm B which exploits injective component, and we use another new idea, independent.
We apply the proposal algorithm to TWINE and LBlock. As a result, we confirm that results of the proposal algorithm are consistent with ones calculated from computer experiment [14] , and we conclude that they are the optimal integral distinguisher. Also, all of the input conditions are in the scope of the proposal algorithm. Therefore, we conclude that the proposal algorithm is more effective than the conventional one.
If integral distinguisher which holds in additional rounds is constructed, the number of rounds to be attacked can be extended. Even if only the number of balanced subblocks increases, it is also advantageous for the attacker. As the number of balanced subblocks increases, the number of round keys the attacker can guess from single integral distinguisher increases. In other word, the attacker needs less chosen plaintexts to guess all of the secret keys. From the viewpoint of designers, they need to select stronger cipher algorithm and key schedule by considering such vulnerabilities, and the proposal algorithm contributes to the purposes.
PRELIMINARIES
We use the notations shown in Table 1 .
Integral Distinguisher
When the attacker chooses n subblocks as variable, he needs to prepare 2mn plaintexts, and we call n as order. In 2 mn plaintexts, a concatenation of variable subblocks takes every possible element of F 2 mn and one of the constant subblocks takes a constant value. be a set of chosen plaintexts which satisfies
Where denotes XOR (eXclusive OR) summation. If there exist at least one subblock which is always 0 in for any values of constant subblocks and round keys, we can define integral distinguisher. We call such subblocks as balansed subblocks, and we define output property using them. Let _ be output property which denotes index set of balanced subblocks.
We denote integral distinguisher by input condition _ and output property _. We define integral distinguisher by It denotes that an integrated value has output property _ when a set of chosen plaintexts defined by input condition _ is encrypted for rounds. Due to the limited space, we omit the integral attack scenario using integral distinguisher, and typical case is shown in [11] .
Conventional Algorithm
To obtain higher order integral distinguisher, the conventional algorithm execute following two steps. In the first step, first order integral distinguisher is obtained. In first order integral, only one subblock is chosen as variable and input condition is written as
In the second step, first order integral distinguisher is extended to higher order integral distinguisher. In higher order integral, multiple subblocks are variables in input condition _, and it is denoted as A typical example is the evaluation of CLEFIA [6] . The designers of CLEFIA extend first order integral distinguisher to second one. Fig.1 shows the outline. Suppose that following first order integral distinguisher is obtained in the first step. the second step of the conventional algorithm, we extend first order integral such as Eq. (3) round by round, exploiting bijective components. Conventionally, the order is increased to N -1, since (N -1)-th order integral distinguisher is the upper bound of integral distinguisher.
PROBLEMS OF CONVENTIONAL ALGORITHM
In Feistel structures whose number of subblocks N is small such as CLEFIA (N = 4), the conventional algorithm is effective. However, we find it is problematic to apply the algorithm for Feistel structures whose N is large such as TWINE and LBlock (N = 16).
We found new integral distinguisher of TWINE and LBlock which can not be searched by the conventional algorithm in our previous work [14] . We executed computer experiment to search for such integral distinguisher. In particular, the first step of the conventional algorithm was replaced with the search by computer experiment. We used the second step to extend the result of the computer experiment. Note that computer experiment is to compute an integration of outputs of multiple rounds encryption such as Eq. (2). We checked positions of balanced subblocks in integrated values. However, unbalanced subblocks in integrated values become 0 with probability 2 -m . To distinguish such unbalanced subblocks with balanced ones, we executed computer experiment for 10 times by choosing random values for constant subblocks and round keys.
We compare the results with the ones of the conventional algorithm in the following. Due to the limitations of space, see the details of each algorithms in [13] and [8] .
TWINE [13] : We found following first order integral distinguisher of TWINE by computer experiment.
This integral distinguisher can be extended to fifteenth order integral distinguisher as follows.
where denotes all subblocks other than fourteenth subblock are variable. On the other hand,n following eleventh order integral distinguisher of TWINE was obtained by our computer experiment [14] .
The number of balanced subblocks is increased in Eq.(9) compared with Eq.(7), though they have the same input conditions. LBlock [8] : In LBlock, following fifteenth order integral distinguisher obtained by the conventional algorithm is known [8] [10].
We found following fifteenth order integral distinguisher by computer experiment and its extension [14] .
As same as TWINE, the number of balanced subblocks is increased in Eq.(11) compared with Eq.(10).
In fifteenth order integral distinguisher of TWINE and LBlock such as Eq. (9) and (11), the number of balanced subblocks are increased from 4 to 8 (32-bit). These results suggest a practical problem of the conventional algorithm.
Also, there is a theoretical problem in the conventional algorithm. Input conditions in the scope of the algorithm are limited to first order integral distinguisher and their extensions. The number of input conditions in the scope is calculated as Where is the number of round that i-th first order integral distinguisher can be extended at most. However, the number of ossible input conditions is 2 N -2. Subtraction denotes a full code book and single chosen plaintext which are out of scope of integral attack.
In CLEFIA (N = 4), the number of possible input conditions is 14, however, one of the conventional algorithm is 8. As for TWINE (N = 16), the number of possible input conditions is 2 16 -2, however, one of the conventional algorithm is 56. In this way, difference between the number of possible input conditions and one of the conventional algorithm becomes huge when N is large.
FUNDAMENTALS OF PROPOSAL SEARCH ALGORITHM
Subblock-based Block Cipher
In this paper, we limit the scope of target to subblock-based block cipher. To define such cipher, we suppose a block cipher which composes of bijective functions and addition on F For example, we consider a nonlinear function F which contains key addition as follows.
We suppose G and H are composite functions of L, F and above two types of additions.
Sequence of SubBlocks
We analyze higher order integral distinguisher in subblock unit. For analyzing subblocks, their values were analyzed as multiset in the previous work [2] . However, sequence allows us to analyze more detailed properties, since it represents detailed states. We denote a sequence of a subblock as follows.
Also, a sequence of a concatenation of l subblocks _ is written as
The sequential order to input chosen plaintexts does not affect output property from Eq.(2). Therefore, we can define a mapping to sort a sequence of s.t., where is any given permutation function. 
First order Integral Property
First order integral distinguisher is easily obtained by symbolization of sequences of subblock values. Symbols to denote the property of each sequence of a subblock is called as integral property. Especially, integral property of first order integral is called as first order integral property. We introduce a definition used in [6] .
Higher order Integral Property
Integral property whose order n equals to or greater than 2 is called as higher order integral property. To analyze higher order integral property, we define new symbolization as follows. From definition of higher order integral properties, we have following inclusion relation among these properties.
Search Algorithm Using Bijection
Integral distinguisher mainly depends on bijection between input variable subblocks and output variable subblocks of intermediate rounds. Let V be a set of input variable subblocks. In n-th order integral, the number of subblocks in V is n. Considering a set of intermediate variable subblocks V′, there are some sets to satisfy that V -> V′ is bijective. To analyze bijective characteristics, we define bijective path P which is a set of such subblocks as follows.
We use recursive conditions of Definition 3 as procedure in Algorithm A (see Sec.5.11; search for bijective path). We update subblocks in endpoint of bijective path E, and bijective path P is a set of all subblocks which are temporarily or finally in E. We demonstrate the search in CLEFIA as a toy example. We show the trail of endpoint of bijective path E when we set input condition _f0;1;3g in Fig.2 . Filled squares indicate subblocks in E. From left to right, subblocks in E are updated, and the rightmost one is finally obtained as the endpoint of bijective path E. We use a function ϕ as follows. Then, we search for subblocks of B in the same manner of first order integral property. Higher order integral properties of all subblocks which are not analyzed as above properties are R. Note that subblocks of B and E may be analyzed as U by using injection (see Proposition 4), and R can be updated to B from such analysis.
Search Algorithm Using Injection
We exploit similar property of Proposition 2 from injection among subblocks to update higher order integral properties obtained by bijective path. We can obtain any integral properties only by an algorithm using injection, since property obtained by bijection is also obtained by injection However, the algorithm using bijection is more efficient than one of injection. Therefore, we execute the former at first, and execute the latter as finalization.
To analyze injection, we use new idea, independent. This idea resembles to linear independent. We define independent as follows.
Using the definition of independent, we have a following proposition.
PROCEDURE OF PROPOSAL ALGORITHM
We divide search algorithm into two algorithms, Algorithm A and B. They are based on bijective path (Sec.4.9) and independent (Sec.4.10), respectively. In addition, we propose Algorithm B′ to check injection in Algorithm B.
Algorithm A
In
Step-1, we initialize variables. Based on input condition, we construct a set of input variable
In Algorithm A, subblocks of B, E and R are estimated. Their higher order integral properties are finalized in Algorithm B.
Algorithm B
In Algorithm B, higher order integral properties obtained in Algorithm A are inputted, and they are finalized as output property. Using independent subblocks, some subblocks of E and B can be updated to U from Proposition 4. Algorithm B has following six steps and the flowchart is shown in Fig.6 
The status ϵ is substituted for subblocks in W′ and constant subblocks and is for the others.
APPLICATION OF PROPOSAL ALGORITHM
As an application of the proposal algorithm shown in Sec.5, we search for fifteenth order integral distinguisher of TWINE and LBlock. As an example, we show fifteenth order integral distinguisher of TWINE in Fig.8 and demonstrate the proposal algorithm.
In Algorithm A, higher order integral properties are estimated by bijective path. In
Step-1, _f14g is inputted. In
Step-2, we search for bijective path using bijective characteristics of function ϕ such as Fig.3 . Underlined subblocks are in bijective path P and ones squared with solid lines are subblocks in endpoint of bijective path E. In Step-3, higher order integral properties of these subblocks are U. In
Step-4, higher order integral properties of subblocks outside P are estimated as C, U or E. Note that there are not any subblocks of E. In
Step-5, we search for subblocks of B and R
As a result, we obtain , and this is the same as Eq. (9) . Also, we find the same output properties are obtained if we choose a constant subblock whose index is even in TWINE. The results are summarized as follows.
where denotes all subblocks other than 2i-th subblock are variable.
In the same way, we search for fifteenth order integral distinguisher of LBlock, and we obtain following results.
These results in TWINE and LBlock are consistent with the results which are calculated from computer experiment [14] , and we confirm that they are the optimal integral distinguisher.
DISCUSSIONS
Comparison with Conventional Search Algorithm
There are two major differences between the proposal algorithm and the conventional one. Oneis an approach to search for higher order integral properties from input to output. From this approach, the proposal algorithm is feasible independent of the order of integral distinguisher and the selection of input variable subblocks. Therefore, all input conditions are in the scope of the proposal algorithm. Also, integral properties of all subblocks are obtained. In the conventional algorithm, unsearched domain inevitably exists, since they extend first order integral.
The other is an approach to analyze higher order integral property. Only first order integral property is analyzed in the conventional algorithm. Since the number of plaintexts is 2mn, the definition of first order integral property does not represent detailed property. On the other hand,our definition of higher order integral property represents detailed property.
Computational Complexity of Proposal Algorithm
Supposing that we obtain (N -1)th order integral distinguisher, we calculate computational complexity of the proposal algorithm. We estimate it by the number of times to execute LUT (lookup table) , since the other operations such as variable assignment are negligible.
Computational complexity of each algorithm is summarized in Table 2 .
Algorithm A: In
Step-2, we lookup small tables such as Fig.3 to search for subblocks in endpoint of bijective path E. Let t A1 be a In
Step-5, we calculate higher order integral properties in the same manner of first order integral. Since the calculation is the same as Step-5 of Algorithm A, computational complexity is times of LUT and the table size is t A3 .
The maximum computational complexity of Algorithm B is times of LUT. The maximum table size of all tables used in Algorithm B is From the above, the maximum computational complexity of the proposal algorithm is times LUT. And the maximum table size is On the contrary, computational complexity of the conventional algorithm is estimated as times of LUT and table size is tA2 . Therefore, the conventional algorithm is faster than the proposal one.
However, we can execute the proposal algorithm even in general-purpose computers, since in all of existing subblock-based block ciphers.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm to search for higher order integral distinguisher in subblock-based block ciphers. Unlike the conventional algorithm, we search for higher order integral properties from input to output. Exploiting bijective and injective components of cipher functions, we can search for higher order integral distinguisher effectively. We apply the proposal algorithm to TWINE and LBlock. As the result, we confirm that our results of the proposal algorithm are the optimal integral distinguisher.
Designers of block ciphers must consider integral distinguisher obtained by the proposal algorithm. There is a possibility that the number of rounds to be attacked increases by the algorithm. Even if it is not, it can be less difficult to guess all of the secret keys from increased balanced subblocks. Therefore, the designers need to consider such vulnerabilities and select stronger cipher algorithm and key schedule.
